YOUR EVENT IN GERMANY
W I T H C A M O N S I T E - PA R T O F G E R M A N Y I N S I G H T
A S Y O U R L O C A L PA R T N E R

germanyinsight – is a destination Management co-operation offering DMC/event
m a n a g e m e n t s e r v i c e s a l l o v e r G e r m a n y, l o c a t e d i n t w o o f f i c e s :

CAMONSITE is based in Berlin and covers all destinations in the east and
North of Germany with great expertise: for example Dresden and Hamburg TO NAME
O N LY S O M E o f t h e m a r v e l o u s p l a c e s t o g o !

cornerstone meetings based in Frankfurt takes care of the south and west part of
Germany with inside knowledge: Munich, Stuttgart, Düsseldorf and Cologne are
highlights here.

All our 18 team members are dedicated meetings & events planners keen to create
tailor made proposals and to win clients for exciting programs according to their

expectations!

CAMONSITE Conference and more GmbH
Bergstrasse 80, 10115 Berlin – Germany, Tel: +49 (30) 644 99 79 20 mail@camonsite.de
cornerstone meetings gmbh
Rohrbachstrasse 51, 60389 Frankfurt am Main – Germany, Tel: +49 (69) 255 3846 50 info@cornerstone-meetings.de

TOP DESTINATIONS

IN GERMANY
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I N S P I R AT I O N B E R L I N
Click here to watch the video
Berlin is a hip, trendsetting world metropolis; a city
characterized by tradition, innovation, history and progress.
The marriage of the old with the new is what makes Berlin
so exciting.
Berlin stands for cutting edge architecture, the Wall,

nightlife, cultural events, cinema, history, fashion,
international cuisine, music, good beer with sausages,
archeology, the opera, the Spree, contemporary art and
many more.
The city is also full of surprises as only few are aware that
Berlin, with more than 420,000 trees, is the greenest capital
in Europe and has more bridges than Venice.
Visiting Berlin is always an exceptional experience. With
more than 1500 cultural events taking place every day and
its ever-changing landscape, you will be amazed anew
every time you come to visit Berlin!
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C H A N G I N G B E R L I N : I N N O VAT I V E & M E T R O P O L I TA N
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EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES IN BERLIN
WITH CAMONSITE
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EXPERIENCE HAMBURG
Click here to watch the video
Hamburg is gaining as one of the new destinations to host
international events. Follow us to hidden places for a special
coffee tasting as coffee, coming from all parts of the world,
was always one of the most important import products
through the Hamburg harbor to Germany.

Based on the international businesses historically handled
through the harbor, Hamburg was always a rich city with
wonderful shopping areas – wide and elegant boulevards
with sophisticated boutiques yet also smaller individual
shops can be found in the diverse city districts.
Explore with us the historical Speicherstadt (old warehouse
district), the quaint area of Blankenese and discover the
world famous opera house Elbphilharmonie as just one of
the outstanding architectural highlights. Go up the
observation deck and enjoy 360° views of the city and the

new harbor district “HafenCity”, one of Europe’s largest
urban development projects.
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HAMBURG: IDEAL NORDIC PLACE FOR EVENTS
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EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES IN HAMBURG
WITH CAMONSITE
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D R E S D E N – T H E P E A R L AT T H E E L B E
Dresden – also known as the Elb Florence of the North – is
a light-spirited city full of cultural highlights. Its historic
center is quite compact and walkable and it is located just
about 100 miles from Berlin – and with the new BerlinBrandenburg airport opening in October 2020, Dresden
becomes even closer and can be easily combined with

Berlin.
Within one day you can discover the Dresden Zwinger in
the city center with a world famous art collection, the
Frauenkirche Church, the Semper Opera House and the
Royal Palace as well as wide promenades on the bank of
the Elbe river and lots of other charming details.
A longer stay offers the possibility to arrange great wine
tastings in the surrounding landscape. Also the little town
Meißen with its world famous porcelain manufacture is well

worth a private visit.
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DRESDEN: CHARISMA & TRADITION

–
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EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES IN DRESDEN
WITH CAMONSITE

Meet the royal – Brühl’s Terrace
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GET INSPIRED

STREET FOOD NETWORKING EVENT
400 GUESTS

Click here to watch the video
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GALA DINNER
1000 GUESTS

Click here to watch the video
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“ O U R B E R L I N ” – A J O U R N E Y T H R O U G H H I S TO RY
120 GUESTS

Click here to watch the video
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WE ARE CAMONSITE

CAMONSITE is your go-to agency for Destination
Management (DMC) and Events. We design and
organize high-end events for you in Berlin – and
nationwide as part of
.

Our clients are international companies and
agencies from around the world.

We love what we do and are excited for your
request!
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WE ARE CAMONSITE

CAMONSITE is your go-to agency for Destination
Management (DMC) and events. As MICE-experts
we design and organize your high-end events.

Our clients are international companies and
agencies from around the world.
Our business was established by Valentina Azzoni
and Bettina Marwinsky in Berlin in 2008 and has
quickly developed into a partner in high demand.

Our one off a kind clients can expect more:
successful events to the core.
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OUR MISSION

Cultivate passion, inspire people, win partners – create lasting connections through events. CAMONSITE
transforms your event into your companies personal statement: Whether conference, business meeting, gala
event or incentive trip – your wish for individuality is our mission!
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W E A R E E N V I R O N M E N TA L LY F R I E N D LY

We aim for an environmentally friendly world. This ranges from little tasks in our day to day office
environment to organizing events in an environmentally conscious manner.

Climate neutral certified
Our office embraces green:
eco-power, recycling paper,
natural gas car,
compensation for our
inevitable CO2 footprint.

Greenpoint Program
Our program for responsible
event management. Collect
Greenpoints with the decision
to act environmentally friendly!

Borneo Orangutan Survival
Foundation (BOS)
We donate the equivalent sum of
all Greenpoints of our margin to
the species protection program for
Orangutans.
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C O N TA C T

cornerstone meetings GmbH
Rohrbachstrasse 51
60389 Frankfurt am Main – Germany
Tel: +49 (69) 255 3846 50

Conference and more GmbH
Bergstrasse 80
10115 Berlin – Germany
Tel: +49 (30) 644 99 79 20
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